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 A B S T R A C T 

In the rapidly evolving digital payment landscape, managing transaction integrity, scalability, and system resilience is 
increasingly challenging. This white paper introduces a sophisticated orchestrator framework designed to optimize payment 
processing systems, ensuring they operate seamlessly under varying loads and maintain rigorous data consistency. Key 
stakeholders including payment system architects, IT operations managers, financial technology innovators, and compliance 
officers will find in-depth analysis on implementing an orchestrator that dynamically scales across different traffic loads, supports 
two-phase commits for robust transactional integrity, managing asynchronous System of Record (SOR) writes for reliable data 
persistence and effective management of the switch layer.
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1. Introduction
Payment processing systems are the backbone of global 

commerce, enabling millions of transactions every day. As these 
systems are tasked with handling not only an increasing volume 
of transactions but also a growing complexity, the need for robust, 
flexible, and efficient management solutions has never been 
more critical. Traditional methods of managing transactions are 
often stretched to their limits during peak traffic times, leading 
to slower processing times, potential system overloads, and a 
greater risk of transaction failures. Moreover, these systems must 
ensure absolute data integrity and compliance with stringent 
security standards, which adds another layer of complexity to 
their operations.

The orchestrator layer proposed in this white paper aims 
to address these challenges. By integrating an orchestrator 

into the payment processing system, businesses can expect 
a transformation in how transactions are managed. The 
orchestrator acts much like a conductor in an orchestra, ensuring 
that each section comes in at the right time and harmonizes 
with the others. In the context of payment processing, this 
means coordinating various components of the system to handle 
incoming and outgoing transactions smoothly, maintain data 
consistency, and dynamically adjust to changing loads without 
disrupting the user experience.

This white paper is particularly relevant for stakeholders 
involved in overseeing, designing, and maintaining payment 
processing systems be it in a technical, operational, or compliance-
focused role. Through this detailed exploration, stakeholders will 
discover how an orchestrator can make payment systems more 
resilient, scalable, and efficient. As digital transactions continue 
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to grow both in scale and complexity, the insights provided here 
will help ensure that payment systems are not only capable of 
meeting today’s demands but are also well-prepared for future 
challenges.

2. Problem Statement
In digital payments, the infrastructure supporting transaction 

processing faces considerable challenges. These systems are 
crucial for the smooth operation of e-commerce and online 
financial services, yet they are often hindered by several common 
pain points that affect their efficiency and reliability.

Figure 1:  Functional units in Transaction processing.

As transaction volumes soar, these issues become more 
pronounced, directly impacting the speed and security of 
the payment process. These problems have been there since 
origination of digital payments, but it’s just less pronounced 
because of the volume processed earlier. With increase in digital 
payments and adoption, payment systems are expected to handle 
tens of thousands transactions every second which slowly 
uncovers these hidden loop holes in the system. 

One major area of concern is the logging overhead. Extensive 
logging is necessary for auditing and troubleshooting, but it can 
significantly slow down the system, especially when handling 
large volumes of data concurrently. Similarly, the process of 
writing to the System of Records (SOR), which is critical for 
maintaining accurate and consistent transaction records, often 
becomes a bottleneck, delaying transaction completions.

Transaction authorization, a fundamental security measure, 
also presents challenges. Each transaction must be verified against 
potential security threats, a process that can introduce delays, 
particularly when the system is under heavy load. Furthermore, 
fraud detection and prevention mechanisms, while essential 
for securing transactions against malicious activities, require 
complex and time-consuming analyses, adding to the overall 

transaction time. Compliance checks introduce additional layers 
of complexity. Payment processors must adhere to a myriad of 
regulations, and ensuring compliance in real-time transactions 
can significantly slow down the process. Network latency, 
another critical factor, can vary unpredictably and degrade the 
performance of distributed components of payment systems.

Error handling and retry mechanisms are also crucial for 
maintaining system integrity and reliability. However, poorly 
implemented retry logic can lead to further delays and system 
overload during peak times. Moreover, the challenges of data 
storage and retrieval become increasingly difficult as the volume 
of transactions grows, requiring efficient data management 
strategies to ensure quick access to transaction records. Finally, 
regulatory reporting requirements demand that payment systems 
not only process transactions efficiently but also track and report 
data in a manner that complies with laws and standards, which 
can add to the processing overhead and slow down the system. 
(Figure 1) shows layers of processing happening for every 
transaction in a typical payment processing system. 

Addressing these issues requires a robust orchestration layer 
capable of managing these complex processes efficiently. This 
white paper proposes a comprehensive solution designed to 
streamline the operation of payment systems, enhancing their 
capability to handle high volumes of transactions swiftly while 
ensuring compliance, security, and reliability.

3. Solution
To tackle the intricate challenges faced by modern payment 

processing systems, a robust orchestrator layer is designed to 
enhance transaction handling through strategic real-time and 
asynchronous operations management. Let’s dive deep into 
orchestration layer functions. 

3.1. Task Management

In the complex lifecycle of a transaction, maintaining system 
integrity is paramount. However, not every operation within this 
lifecycle requires immediate, real-time execution. Recognizing 
this, our solution includes a provision for a sophisticated 
orchestrator that effectively categorizes and manages operations 
based on their urgency and importance. This capability allows the 
orchestrator to enhance system efficiency without compromising 
the integrity or security of the transaction process.

Figure 2: Operation classification in transaction.
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3.2. Configurable operation management

To facilitate this, a configurable framework within the 
orchestrator distinctly identifies which operations are critical 
and must be executed in real-time, and which can be safely 
deferred to near real-time execution. This framework is detailed 
in a configuration file that lists all operations involved in a 
transaction’s lifecycle along with their designated execution 
timing. Operations critical for the immediate progression and 
security of the transaction, such as transaction authorization and 
customer validation, are prioritized for real-time processing. 
Meanwhile, operations like logging, data backups, and 
non-critical compliance checks, which are essential but less 
time-sensitive, are scheduled for near real-time execution. . 
(Figure 2) shows the generic flow diagram of how orchestrator 
fetches the details from configuration and allocates tasks as real 
time and near real time. 

3.3. Parallel processing for enhanced efficiency

Of the planned real time operations in transaction life 
cycle, there can be cross cutting domains which are crucial for 
the outcome of the transaction but remain independent from 
execution standpoint, these operations are identified and flagged 
as parallel in the configuration which ensures smooth parallel 
execution of these operations. For instance Fraud detection 
and compliance checks are critical components that safeguard 
the system against illegal activities and breaches of regulatory 
standards. However, these necessary security measures can 
significantly extend the duration of transaction processing, 
potentially leading to inefficiencies and delays in transaction 
completion.

Orchestrator employs a method of parallel processing. 
This innovative approach allows the system to handle fraud 
detection and compliance checks concurrently with the primary 
transaction operations and money movement. By executing 
these critical checks in parallel, the orchestrator ensures that 
while comprehensive security and compliance verifications are 
being thoroughly conducted, they do not interrupt or slow down 
the core transaction process.

Figure 3: Parallel execution of operation.

This strategy not only optimizes operational efficiency but 
also reinforces the system’s reliability and trustworthiness, crucial 
aspects in today’s digital transaction environments. (Figure 3) 
shows the transaction model where operations performed in real 
time are grouped in parallel wherever applicable.  

3.4. Transaction integrity

In the operation of the orchestrator, various processes such 
as fraud detection and compliance checks are conducted in 
parallel with the primary transaction processing. This parallel 
processing architecture enhances efficiency but also requires 
meticulous error handling to maintain system integrity. 
Should any component of these parallel processes fail be it a 
glitch in fraud detection algorithms or a hiccup in compliance 
verifications the orchestrator is programmed to take decisive 
action by immediately cancelling the entire transaction.

This immediate cancellation policy is fundamental to 
our commitment to security and accuracy. It ensures that no 
transaction is finalized unless it passes all checks and balances 
flawlessly. In the event of a cancellation, the orchestrator 
activates a comprehensive decline logging mechanism. This 
mechanism meticulously records every detail about the failed 
transaction, capturing why the transaction was cancelled, which 
part of the process failed, and other critical data. This information 
is invaluable for auditing purposes, allowing our team to analyze 
what went wrong and why, which is essential for troubleshooting 
and improving future transaction handling.

Figure 4: Transaction failure with decline logging.

Beyond merely logging and cancelling, the orchestrator 
includes a sophisticated retry mechanism. This mechanism 
assesses each failed transaction based on predefined criteria to 
determine whether a retry is appropriate and likely to succeed. 
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Factors considered include the nature of the error, the current 
system load, and the specific transaction’s importance or urgency. 
If a retry is deemed feasible, the orchestrator intelligently 
schedules the transaction for reprocessing, taking care to avoid 
the same error from recurring.

This combination of immediate response to errors, detailed 
logging for transparency and accountability, and a strategic 
retry protocol ensures that payment processing system not only 
operates efficiently but also maintains the utmost integrity and 
reliability. (Figure 4) shows a sample transaction where some of 
the steps failed during execution and the orchestrator checks if 
they are eligible for retry or not and performs decline logging. 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the optimized transaction operation 
lifecycle as transformed by the orchestrator. In this enhanced 
model, operations that do not require immediate execution are 
strategically deferred to be processed in near real-time. This 
approach prioritizes efficiency and resource allocation, ensuring 
that the system’s capacity is utilized judiciously. Concurrently, 
certain critical operations are executed in real-time to maintain 
transaction integrity and responsiveness. 

Figure 5: Transaction life cycle with orchestrator.

Additionally, the orchestrator intelligently identifies 
operations that are suitable for parallel processing, further 
streamlining the transaction flow. This optimized lifecycle not 
only improves overall transaction processing efficiency but 
also enhances the system’s ability to scale and handle increased 
volumes without compromising on service quality.

4. Impact
The orchestrator brings a multitude of practical benefits to 

payment processing systems, making it an invaluable tool for 
modern digital commerce environments. One of the primary uses 
of the orchestrator is to manage high volumes of transactions 
seamlessly. By intelligently routing and prioritizing tasks 
based on real-time system demands, the orchestrator ensures 
that payment processing can scale up during high-demand 

periods without sacrificing speed or accuracy. This capability is 
essential for businesses that experience significant fluctuations 
in transaction volumes, such as retailers during holiday sales 
or financial services during trading peaks. By preventing 
bottlenecks and reducing transaction latency, the orchestrator 
helps maintain a smooth and consistent user experience, which 
is crucial for customer satisfaction and retention.

Another key application of the orchestrator is in enhancing 
system reliability and security. By implementing sophisticated 
error detection and recovery protocols, the orchestrator quickly 
identifies any transaction anomalies or failures and takes 
immediate corrective action. This might include cancelling a 
transaction if a critical error is detected or rerouting a transaction 
through alternative system pathways if a particular processing 
channel is compromised. Additionally, the orchestrator’s ability 
to perform certain tasks asynchronously, such as fraud detection 
and compliance checks, ensures that these essential processes 
are thorough and up to date without impeding the overall 
transaction flow. This dual focus on efficiency and thoroughness 
in security checks helps protect both the user’s financial data and 
the integrity of the entire payment system.

Finally, the orchestrator greatly aids in regulatory compliance 
and reporting. By maintaining detailed logs of all transactions 
and system actions, the orchestrator provides a clear audit trail 
that can be invaluable during compliance reviews or audits. 
This is made possible because of async logging enabled through 
the orchestrator. These logs include detailed timestamps, 
transaction paths, and any anomalies or errors encountered, 
providing a comprehensive overview of system operations. 
This level of detail is critical for proving compliance with 
various financial regulations, which often require proof that all 
transactions are processed in a secure and standardized manner. 
The orchestrator’s capabilities ensure that payment processors 
can easily meet these requirements, thus avoiding potential legal 
issues and reinforcing their reputation as trustworthy financial 
handlers.

Overall, the orchestrator’s applications extend beyond mere 
transaction management, touching on crucial aspects of security, 
compliance, and customer experience. Its implementation not 
only streamlines operational efficiencies but also reinforces the 
foundational trust and reliability necessary for successful digital 
payment ecosystems.

5. Conclusion
Implementing an orchestrator within payment processing 

systems is a strategic enhancement that promises significant 
advantages across multiple facets of operations. This upgrade is 
particularly beneficial for stakeholders such as system architects, 
IT managers, compliance officers, and business leaders who are 
directly involved in the efficiency, reliability, and security of 
financial transactions. For system architects and IT managers, 
the orchestrator provides a robust framework that simplifies the 
management of high transaction volumes while maintaining 
performance during peak periods. This capability is critical in 
today’s fast-paced market, where even minor delays can affect 
customer satisfaction and competitive edge. Compliance officers 
also stand to gain from the orchestrator’s advanced logging 
and error management features, which ensure adherence to 
regulatory requirements with improved accuracy and less effort.

For business leaders, the introduction of an orchestrator 
represents an opportunity to enhance operational reliability and 
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build trust with customers and partners. Furthermore, the ability 
to scale operations seamlessly allows businesses to expand their 
services without the constant fear of system overloads or failures, 
fostering growth and innovation. In essence, the orchestrator not 
only strengthens the foundation of existing payment processing 
capabilities but also provides the tools necessary for future 
expansion and adaptation in the evolving landscape of global 
commerce.
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